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Physical observation of the rear of the residence of Major
GENERAL EDWIN A. WALKER, 4011 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dallas, was
made by SAs ROBERT N . BARRETT and IVAN D . LEE on May 18, 1964 .

	

It
was determined from this observation that the photograph depicting
the residence of Major General EDWIN A . WALKER, marked as Commission
exhibit No . 5 and as FBI inventory No . 369, is identical with the
rear of WALKER's residence .

Physical observation on May 18, 1964, of the alley behind
the residence of Major General EDWIN A . WALKER and comparing the
photograph taken by SA IVAN D . LEE on February 1, 1964, determinzd-that
the photograph listed as photograph No . 2,Item No . 7,

was taken in
the alley at the northeast edge of the property line of Major General
EDWIN A. WALKER's residence looking to the southwest .

On May 18, 1964, physical observation of the Missouri,
Kansas, and Texas railroad tracks which are located in the vicinity
of the residence of Major General EDWIN A . WALKER was made by
SAS ROBERT M . BARRETT and IVAN D . LEE .

	

It was determined that
photograph No . 5, Item No . 6, was taken with the individual taking
the photograph facing south by southeast approximately 67 yards from
where the curb line of Newman Street if extended would cross the
railroad tracks . It is noted that Newman Street runs in a south-
easterly to a northwesterly direction and it would intersect the
railroad at a point almost due cast of the Dallas Theater Center.

In the photograph marked as photograph No . 5, Item No . 6,
the bridge railing observed in the middle of the picture is identical
with the one which crosses over Lemaon Avenue East . The building in
the left center of the photograph is identical with the Stoneleigh
Hotel .

	

What appears to be a building or structure to the left of
the Stoneleigh Hotel and just to the right of the metal utility
pole (which is on the left-hand side of photograph) is a large air
conditioning water cooler . To the left of the metal utility polt
is a dark object which appears to be a building . This is identical
to the apartment house roof line of the Turtle Creek Apartments .
In the middle of the photograph and just to the right of the railroad
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bridge railing an electric utility pole with a transformer can be
observed extending above the trees . Also observed on the right
band edge of the photograph are telephone poles with a heavy telephone
'Cable running between the poles .

	

In the physical observation of
the area all of the above items were noted by SAs BARRETT and LEE .

By automobile mileage from the parking lot at the Dallas
Theater Center which is located approximately 200 feet from where
the photog;aph was taken it is 0 .7 mile from Major General EDWIN A .
WALKER's residence .
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